Prognostic impact of autonomic information flow in multiple organ dysfunction syndrome patients.
Multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) is the sequential failure of several organ systems after a trigger event, like cardiogenic shock or decompensated heart failure. Mortality is high, up to 70%. Autonomic dysfunction (AD) may substantially contribute to the development of MODS. In cardiology, it has recently been shown that nonlinear parameters could predict mortality. Our study aimed at 1. characterising the complex characteristics of AD of critically ill MODS patients by the nonlinear parameters of autonomic information flow (AIF), 2. comparing AIF with autonomic function of healthy controls, and 3. characterising the accuracy of this parameter in predicting mortality in MODS. We enrolled 43 score-defined MODS patients who were consecutively admitted to a twelve-bed medical intensive care unit in a university centre into this prospective outcome study. Additionally, we assigned 50 healthy controls to the study. AIF was assessed as a complexity function of AD using 24-h ECG. Measures of AIF were introduced according to the standard HRV concept. The patients were followed up for 28-day mortality. MODS causes a disorganisation of short term AIF in favour of an enhanced (rigid) long term AIF. Concerning prognosis increased short term AIF was associated with survival. Short term AIF discriminated between MODS survivors and non-survivors at the level of APACHE II score. This is the first study providing evidence that complex AD of MODS patients is specifically assessed by AIF time scales and that AIF has significant prognostic impact.